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ABC administrator
reviews first year of sales

Yard

One dead,4 hurt in house explosion
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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It's been almost a year since convenience and grocery stores in
Murray began selling beer and seven months since the first liquor
stores opened,and the city's Alcoholic Beverage Control administrator said the transition from moist to wet has gone relatively
smoothly.
"I think it's gone really well for this first year," City of Murray
ABC Administrator Sgt. Kendra Clere said."Of course,this isn't
the first full year, but I think we did really well and I think we're
really going to start seeing what the numbers are going to bring
in this next fiscal year. I think by the end of June (2014), that's
going to give me one full year with the majority of my establishments up and running, and I think that's where I'm going to get
a better number on what my fiscal years are going to look like."
Clere delivered her quarterly report on alcohol revenues at the
most recent Murray City Council meeting. She said that in the
previous quarter — January through March 2013 — there were
36 -establishments selling alcohol that yielded $192,557.79 in
ABC tax revenue for the city. In the most recent quarter covering April I through June 30,there were 44 establishments, which
yielded $236,493.84,Clere said. Clere told the council that in the
next quarter, there should be 46 businesses selling alcohol. The
current quarter will be finished at the end of this month.
The 44 existing establishments include 15 restaurants, 18 malt
beverage sellers,four taverns and seven package liquor stores. In
the second quarter of 2013, the 15 restaurants yielded
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For more than 15 years,the Citywide Yard Sale has consistently provided citizeys with the opportunity to organize and prepare for one of the most popular events of the year.
Held on the first Saturday in May and the third Saturday in
September, the bazaar of'local treasures serves as a fundraiser
for Freedom Fest and is organized by the Murray Convention
and Visitors Bureau.
This year's fall sale will be held Sept. 21, and each entry on
the official yard sale map is $10. Participants also have tile
option to set up in the main Central Park parking lot on Arcadia
Drive.
Fees and applications are due no later than Sept. 17, with no
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Daly Forecast
The flatboat Weedier Service
Monday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms, mainly between 7
a.m. and 4 p.m. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 81. Calm
wind becoming north around 5

mph in the afternoon.
Monday Night: A 10 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms before 7 p.m. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 62.
East northeast wind around 5
mph.
Tuesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 81. East northeast
wind around 6 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 63.
Light east northeast wind.
Wednesday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a
high near 84. South wind 3 to 7
mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 67.
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Dog Paddle in the Pool a big success
11hi i the V,ale! With a big splash.'1 think
a lot of them need this. They're able to

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The final public event of 2013 for the
Murray-Calloway County Pool went to
the dogs Saturday.
An estimated 180-2(X) canines hit the
water for the fourth annual Dog Paddle
in the Pool event, a dogs-only affair
when it came to getting wet. All three
pools at the facility, two smaller %critics
and one large one, are scheduled for
their annual draining sometime this
week.
"I've been here the last two or three
years and it's great kw these dogs to
have the freedom they do during this
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times event," said Scott DeShields of MUITa)
Two dogs leap into the water Saturday during just after sending a. small orange ball
the fourth annual Dog Paddle in the Pool event into the larger pool and watching chocoat Murray-Calloway County Pool
late Labrador retriever Remmi. 3. leap

get a lot of energy out. plus. by having
it here, they have free range of a pool
and it's hard to bind places that can offer
this.
"There is the lake I guess. but I don't
think it's the-best place, because you
just don't know what is in the water.
They.can run into things like fish hooks
and garbage there.Not all of the dogs got wet. In fact, a
uni ersal rule for most pools — no running — was not only violated but pretty much encouraged as three to four animals at a time could be seeing sprinting
full bore on the concrete poolside areas.
"Mine has been swimming a little bit.

•See Page 3

Bolin honors
colleague with
history lesson
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Bola,

decided to
Dr. Duane
honor the memory of a good friend
Saturday night the only way he felt
was appropriate: by teaching a history lesson.
After all, history was the passion
of the late Dr. James W. Hammack
Jr., his good friend who was a fellow faculty member at Murray
State University. And one thing
that the late former History
Department chairman adored was
bringing to life aspects of history
that otherwise were not known to
the masses. Therefore, for his
keynote address of the 12th annual
James W. Hammack Jr. Memorial

••

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Dr. Duane Bolin, second from right, is shown with, clockwise from far right, Amanda Crain,
her son, Wallace, Bolin's son Wesley and Whitney Jones prior to giving the keynote
address Saturday night of the 12th annual James W. Hammack Jr. Scholarship Banquet.
Amanda Crain is Hammack's daughter, while Wallace is his only grandson.
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Citywide Yard Sale fast approaching

Ray
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A CCFR firefighter douses hot spots Saturday night on the remains of a house that reportedly exploded on Cook Store Trail in western Calloway County. One person was killed and four
others in)ured.

'The tits estigution to find the
cause of a Saturday night house
explosion that killed one man
and injured four other people
continued Sunday.
Kentucky State Police said
that while the investigation is
centering on a liquid propane
wall heater and potential LP gas
leak as the cause,the investigation is not complete. Lt. Brent
White of the KSP said Saturday
night. though, that foul play or
illegal activity does not appear
to be in% ed in the explosion
and resulting fire that destroyed
a single-story house at 669
Cook Store Trail. about five
miles west of Murray.
Late Sunday. Calloway
County Coroner Rick Harris
confirmed the identity of the
person killed as Kenneth Story,
71. Harris said an autopsy in
Madisonville determined that
Story died from blunt-force
trauma.
Also late Sunday, KSP
released the names of the four
other people injured. They are
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•Sale...

•Hammack...
From Front

From Front
late applications accepted. Each
entry guarantees a placement
on the yard sale map with a
description of items sold at
each location.
Erin Carrico, executive director of the Murray CVB.said the
success of the yard sale greatly
hinges not only the regularity of
the sale, but also the muchimproved maps. which allow
for more detailed routes and
full-length descriptions on what
sales offer to potential customers.
"We will print every single
item in a sale if someone asks
us to," Carrico said."We appreJOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times ciate all support from our comFire investigàlor Bill Compton of the Kentucky State Fire Marshal's Office, right, talks with sev- munity and our visitors who
eral people, including Calloway County Deputy Coroner Ricky Garland, second from left, come from around the region to
Saturday night as he and others prepare to enter the remains of a house that exploded on shop the Citywide Yard Sale.
Cook Store Trail in western Calloway County.
the Freedom Fest event relies
heavily on the funds raised."
Stephanie Butler, director of
marketing and communicaDepartment in neighboring December 2008. "That one was tions, said the Murray CVB has
From Front
Graves County responded to the fatal, or turned out to be fatal, been working on providing an
Barbara Parker, 70, of Murray, scene after Calloway County and that wasn't a good one to be
accurately detailed map of the
Melissa McLeod, 41, of Hazel, Dispatch received the call at around. This isn't either.
yard sale locations, adding new
Ira Greer, 60, of Almo and 7:11 p.m. Saturday. White said a
"It was still light enough that
and new streets previousareas
KSP
Murray.
Marty Story,54,of
neighbor reportedly made the as you were heading to the scene
ly not featured in older maps.
said they all were taken to call to 911.
you could see all kinds of black
Though home locations conVanderbilt University Medical
"The good news is this is not a smoke in the area, but it was
tinue to be popular for some
Center in Nashville, Tenn., very large house so you hope it
kind of behind a hill so you
where they were listed in stable won't take very long to detersales, Butler said the Central
see the flames. Once
couldn't
condition Sunday night. Parker mine what happened, but a lot of
location - which is on a
though Park
was airlifted from the scene, it people are going to do what they we got down that hill,
first-serve basis first-come,
was reported, while two of the can to find that very quickly," (on Cook Store), you saw noth- has grown crowded over the
ing but flames, it was a terrible
other victims were taken to White added.
last year and proven to be a hotCounty
Bill Call, Calloway County's scene."
Murray-Calloway
for the weekend sale.
spot
"You can see how some of the
Hospital before being airlifted to emergency management direchas been completely full
"It
Vanderbilt. The other victim tor, also responded Saturday in leaves in the trees above the
couple of times," Butler
last
the
was taken to Nashville via multiple capacities. Earlier this house are still green (facing
do have several
"We
said.
to
training
underwent
year, he
ambulance.
away from where the flames
"Reportedly, the (homeown- become a firefighter with CCFR would have been) and others places in the community that
ers) had gotten a new heater,and and remembered that one of his have gone brown (that were in serve as very concentrated sales
those things can be very danger- training runs involved another path). That indicates the heat locations."
ous." White said."Only a small house explosion, this one in the that was coming from this fire,"
Sold for $2 each, the maps
amount of liquid propane is far eastern part of the county in said CCFR firefighter Scott can be picked up Sept. 19-21 at
needed for a really big explosion late April.
the Murray CVB, located on
Durbin.
"That one was caused by a
like this."
KSP Detective Steve Silfies 201 South 4th Street.
Numerous units from the build-up of methane gas underFor those interested in particto investigate, along
Calloway County Sheriff's neath the house, plus the person continues
applications are availipating,
Office, Calloway County Fire- inside wasn't hurt too bad," said with the Kentucky State Fire
or
www.tounnurray.com
at
entities
Those
able
Office.
Murray-Calloway Call, who still has vivid triegto- Marshal's
Rescue,
Call
office.
CVB
Murray
fire/explosions
the
at
all
investigate
,County Hospital Ambulance ries of another house explosion
759-2199 for more information.
Service and the Farmington Fire southwest of Murray in resulting in deaths.

•Home explosion...

WWW.MURRAYHOSPITAL.ORG

ORTHOPAEDICS
Stephen Compton, MD
Orthopaedic Surgeon
Murray-Calloway County Hospital welcomes home Dr Stephen Compton.
Orthopaedic Surgeon as the newest member of our medical staff
Dr. Compton and his wife. Erika along with their children Anderson. Ally Mae and
Clara Grace. have recently moved back to Murray where he has joined the practice
of Dr Ray Charette and Dr Derek Morgan
Dr Compton is a graduate of Murray High School and Murray State University and
completed his medical degree at the University of Louisville He then completed his
orthopaedic surgery residency at the University of Iowa s Department of Orthopaedic
Surgery one of the most well respected orthopaedic programs in the country, and
trained with top-tier orthopaedic surgeons and past presidents of the American
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
We are proud Dr Compton has come back to Murray to provide orthopaedics at
Murray Hospital, and we are positive when you meet him you will be too
DR STEPHEN COMPTON S EDUCATION AND AWARDS.
• Orthopaedic Surgery Residency Program - 2013
World-Renowned University of Iowa Department of Orthopaedics
Iowa City. Iowa
• Medical Degree Summa Cum Laude - 2008
University of Louisville School of Medicine
Louisville Kentucky

ix.S.C414,64

• Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Society - 2007
• McGraw Hill & Appleton & Lange Medical Student Award - 2005
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•Alcohol...
From Front
$22,206.61 in tax revenue for
the city: the 18 retail beer establishments yielded $76222.20:
the four taverns yielded
$17,315.67: the seven package
stores yielded $117,499.36.
Clere said she also collected
$1,750 from application and
renewal fees and $1,500 for one
fine. For the next quarter, Clere
said she projects that the number of taverns and liquor stores
will remain the same, but that
there will be 16 restaurants selling alcohol and 19 businesses
selling beer.
Following the July 2012 vote
to make Murray wet, the city
granted its first malt beverage
licenses for businesses to sell
beer in October 2012. The first
liquor store opened in February
2013, with the six others opening in the following weeks and
months. Clere said that in the
2012-13 fiscal year — the period of July 1,2012 to June 30,
there
were
2013
$6,877,432.89 in gross alcohol
sales in Murray. The city collected $572,586,44 in revenue,
$6,650 in fines and $925.01 in
penalties.
During Clere's report, the
council discussed the possibility
of allowing alcohol sales until 1
a.m. instead of the current cutoff time of midnight. Clere said
the total of driving under the
influence charges had decreased
in the second quarter of 2013 to
36 compared to 38 during the
same period in 2012. However,
Clere said alcohol intoxication
charges had increased in 2013's
second quarter to 29 compared
to 12 in 2012's second quarter.
Clere said this was related the
fact that after the bars close at

- I 2:00 Inn
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PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An
eastern Kentucky school board
says it won't stand in the way of
religious people — particularly
Christian students — from brining Bibles on to district campuses.
The Pike County Board of
Education last week declined to
sanction the use or distribution
of religious materials at schools,
but also opted not to ban the
practice.
The Appalachian
NewsExpress reported that board
attorney Neal Smith concluded
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Margarel
midnight, many people have
trouble hiring a cab to take them
home because the cab services
are often occupied transporting
people to Puryear. Tenn. to buy
alcohol between midnight and 3
a.m. She said people who are
only trying to get rides home in
Murray often wait around for an
hour or so before giving up on
the local cab services and deciding they are sober enough to
leave, putting themselves at risk
fora DUI or Al.
The public safety committee
and city council were also
updated on the use of alcohol
information and education
funds. The annual budget
includes $100,000 for these purposes. and $50,000 had previously been allocated for Murray
State University to use for an
alcohol education program
City
AlcoholEdu.
called
Administrator Mattingly. said
Mayor Bill Wells planned to use
$40,000 of the remaining funds
to fund the Calloway County
Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention (CC-ASAP), which
he said had lost federal funding.
and put the other $10,000 in
reserves.
Judith Lyle, interim associate
director for MSLJ's health services, said about 1,400 students
had completed part one of the
AlcoholEdu program and had
been invited to take part two.
She said 1,700 email invitations
were sent to incoming freshmen
inviting them to participate in
the program and 300 were sent
to parents of students under 18.
She said freshman orientation
classes are encouraging students
to participate and discuss the
course.

Pike Co. OK with Bibles at school

• Ranked 3 out of 153 in Medical School Graduating Class
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Scholarship Banquet, Dr. Bolin
decided to bring to light the
works of Linda Neville, a
woman who embarked on a personal crusade to rid Kentucky
children of blindness from the
mid-1900s until her death in the
'60s.
"Dr. Hammack taught me a lot
about the nature of history and
he taught specifically about
Kentucky history, and he mentored me and helped me toward
having a better understanding of
why history is so important,"
said Bolin, who received possibly the ultimate gift from
Hammack, when shortly before
Hammack's death in 2001, the
longtime department chair
handed his Kentucky History
class over to Bolin. "A few
years ago, I began going around
to schools in the area, visiting
fourth graders, and I'd ask
'Who do you think are the greatest Kentuckians?' Obviously,
oone and
you will hear
Lincoln and occasionally there
would George Rogers Clark or
Henry Clay,even Col. Sanders.
"None of these lists, though,
ever contained women, and I
would often wonder about that."
of
members
Many
Hammack's family watched
Saturday as not only Bolin
demonstrated how he was carrying on the late professor's desire
to uncover hidden historical
treasures, but other colleagues
discussed the impact Hammack
had elsewhere.
Dr. Ken Wolf, professor emeritus, highlighted Hammack's
negotiating skills, particularly
his ability to use silence.
"He would sit very quietly and
let people argue with each other.
Then, after about 15-20 minutes. he would say, 'Well, I
don't think we're really so far
apart now are we?— Wolf said.

"Usually. he emerged with at
least 50 percent of what he
sought in the first place (especially when it came to gaining
merit raises for History personnel). There is much I could say
about Jim, but two things that
stood out were that he was a
very conscientious teacher spending much time with students in his office - and he was
fiercely protective of anyone
under his charge.
"I am delighted that the
History Department has chosen
to continue this banquet. and I
really think he would be. too."
Perhaps Hammack's effect on
MSU was best exemplified by
the appearance of Dr. Tim
Miller. interim MSU president.
Saturday was a day full of activities for Miller, which included
hosting a large event related to
MSU's football contest with
Missouri State simultaneously
to the banquet at the Curris
Center.
"I have told my secretary,
though, to book me for everything possible, because I'm only
going to (be interim president)
for a year or maybe less, and.
Friday, when she realized that
event was happening at the
same time as this,she said.'You
won't be able to go.' Well, I told
her that I think so much of Dr.
Hammack as a person,for all of
the years I knew him, that I'm
going to make sure I get over
here, and I am glad to be here."
Miller said.
In addition, graduate student
John R. Burrow of South
Fulton, Tenn., was presented
with the 2013 Hammack
Scholarship. Burrow is in his
second year of grad study at
MSU, where he is focusing on
British history and minoring in
American History.

Murray Lei

that there's no rule prohibiting
students from carrying a Bible
on campus.
"Bringing your Bible to
school is not inappropriate:
reading it. talking about it is just
fine, as long as you're not doing
it to kids that are compelled to
be present and compelled to listen to you," Smith said. "Then.
you've crossed the line."
The issue arose Tuesday after
a group of parents. led by Joey
Sussan, approached the board
with concerns that Bibles
weren't allowed in schools.
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Obituaries
Harry W. Milton Jr.
Harry W. Milton Jr., 77, of Murray, Ky., died at 9 p.m. Saturday.
Sept. 14,2013, at his home.
He was born March 6, 1936, in Daviess County to the late Harry
Welsh and Pauline (Whittinghill) Milton.
Mr. Milton was a member of the Glendale Road Church of Christ,
served as an officer in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,served as
Chief Engineer for Murray State University, and retired in 1996.
Prior to that, he was an engineer for the federal government in
Alaska and the Lockheed-Georgia Co. in Marietta, Ga. He was a
graduate of Georgia Tech and was a registered professional engineer in Kentucky and formerly Alaska.
He was preceded in death by his first wife,Alice Owen Milton,in
1987; and by his second wife, Betty Cook Milton, in 2005.
Mr. Milton is survived by two daughters,Dianne Denson and husband, Myron, of Gallatin, Tenn., and Melinda Ruplinger, of
Owensboro; two sons, David Owen Milton and wife, Kim,of Eagle
River, Alaska, and Gregory Paul Milton, of St. Petersburg, Fla.;
three sisters, Virginia Riley and husband, Bud,of The Village, Fla.,
Martha Hagan and husband. Cliff, of Vero Beach, Fla., and Anne
Livings and husband, Jimmy, of Birmingham, Ala.; brother, John
Thomas Milton and wife, Aileen,of The Village, Fla.; three grandchildren; mother-in-law, Rosie Cook; stepdaughters, Cyndi Webb
and Pam Kondratko; stepson, Marty Hutson; brothers-in-law,
Donald Cook and Ronnie Cook; sister-in-law. Lagena Pfeffer; several nieces and nephews; and his special friend, Myrna Dunn.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Thursday,Sept. 19,2013.
at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, with John Dale officiating. Entombment will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday. Sept. 18, 2013,
at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice House F,und,803 Poplar St., Murray, KY
42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Dean Brooks Ledgerwood
Dean Brooks Ledgerwood, 79, of Princeton, Ky., died Friday,
Sept. 13, 2013,at Princeton Healthcare and Rehabilitation.
Mr. Ledgerwood was born May 25, 1934, in Omaha, Neb., to the
late Herschel and Thelma Ledgerwood. He was a U.S. Naval
Veteran, having served in Korea.
He is survived by his wife, Ann Ledgerwood, of Princeton; five
daughters, Deana Martinez, of Livermore, Calif., Paula DePalma.
of Livermore, Calif., Roxanne Aria, of Oakley. Calif., and Julie
Thornes.of Ridgefield, Wash.; two sons,Jason Ledgerwood,of San
Jose. Calif., and Mark Ledgerwood,of Mariposa,Calif.; and several grandchildren.
Arrangements are incomplete at Heritage Family Funeral Home.

Margaret Rose
Margaret Rose.90,of Kirksey. Ky.,died Saturday,Sept. 14,2013.
at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Mrs. Rose was born March 9, 1923,in Big Rock,
Tenn., to the late Arthur Julian and Mildred
Frances Magness Hughes. She was a retired postal
clerk with the U.S. Postal Service and was a member of the Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
In addition to her parents, Mrs. Rose was preceded in death by her husband,Roy Gilbert Rose; and
two sisters, Jesse Louise ,Cole and Jeanette
Lindsey.
Rose
She is survived by one daughter, Barbara Bucy
and husband. Kenneth,of Kirksey; one son, Michael Rose and wife.
Marie, of Sand Spring, Okla.; three sisters, Frances Hall, of
Paducah, Naomi Lancaster, of McMinnville. Tenn., and Waldine
Childress,of Heath; two grandchildren, Susan Beatty and husband.
Russ, of Lone Oak, and Brad Bucy and wife, Amy,of Spring Hill,
Tenn.; three step-grandchildren, Renee Howard, Jamie Sears and
Jeanien Green, all of Oklahoma; and four great-grandchildren.
Carley and Camryn Beatty, of Lone Oak, and Ava Rose Bucy and
Mason Bucy, both of Spring Hill,Tenn.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday. Sept. 17, 2013,
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, with the Rev. James Fulton and the
Rev. Randy Lowe officiating. Burial will follow in the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Visitation will be held Monday, Sept. 16, 2013,from 5-8 p.m. at
the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice House Building Fund, 803 Poplar St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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The vehicle then left the roadway and hit a tree. Mohler was
transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where he was
admitted for injuries sustained
in the collision. A passenger,
Alexander Cain, 24, of Murray,
declined medical treatment,
according to the KSP.
It was reported neither occupant was wearing a seatbelt at
the time of accident.
The Kentucky State Police
was assisted on scene by
Murray-Calloway County EMS
and Calloway County FireRescue.
The investigation is continuing by Trooper Brian Hill.
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In Kentucky, the latest federal
inventory showed 145 bridges
as both structurally deficient
and fracture critical, but state
officials say 16 of those bridges
are no longer in both categories.
Two bridges — the U.S. 60
span over the Tennessee River
near Paducah, Ky., and the U.S.
421 bridge over the Ohio River
between Milton. Ky., and
Madison, Ind. — have been
replaced. About 30 others are
scheduled to be replaced over
the next six years.
There is considerable lag time
between when state transportation officials report data to the
Highway
Federal
Administration each year and when updates are made to the
Bridge
National
federal
Inventory. Because the federal
inventory relies on information
from the state departments of
transportation, state officials
have the latest records.
State officials said they were
unsure how many bridges
would be reported to the federal
inventory when the next updates
are expected April 1.
Kentucky transportation officials don't have any records of
bridges Collapsing, but they said
there have been sme cases of
bridges being damaged. The
beam of a bridge in Harlan
County,for instance, eventually
broke because of overloaded
coal trucks crossing it.
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More than 100 Ky. bridges
deteriorating, could collapse

Tropical Storm Ingrid strengthening

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in advance. Home delivery 6 days a week.

No equipment to bu
No start-up costs.
Get DIREC'TV today.

Animal Rescue, who hosted
Saturday's event, noting that
this year's attendance easily
and that's OK," said Murray's bests the previous record of
Marci Crouch of her black Lab approximately 120 dogs last
Ace, 4, a veteran of this event. year. "I think the weather today
"I've been bringing him to this
is a big reason; its absolutely
since he was in his early puppy
gorgeous out here today, plus
stage. Back then, he was just
think word of mouth and adverthis tiny bundle of fur and now
tising was stronger this year.
he's grown to what he is now.
It's funny how much this seems We've seen a lot of repeat visilike a day care. It's like you tors but there's a huge number
have a bunch of toddlers getting of ones that haven't been before
that I'm seeing,so this has been
together to have fun."
"They're just happy to play, a really good day."
Pet microchipping, nail trimand that's what this is about,"
said Linda Cherry, adoption and ming and gourmet doggie treats
fundraising coordinator for also were Available during
Murray-based Lost but Loved Saturday's activities.

From Front
just being with the other dogs,

One injured in Lynn Grove crash

1001 Whitnell Aye.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone(270)753-1916• Fax (270)753-1927

Dumping cable
has never
been easier.

II Dog paddle...

By LUCAS L JOHNSON II
Associated Press
More than 100 Kentucky
bridges have advanced deterioration and are at risk of collapsing, federal records show, and
the head OT the state's transDonnie Parker
portation agency blames the sitDonnie Parker,62.of Murray, Ky.,died Sunday. Sept. 15.2013. at uation largely on increased.
his home.
heavier traffic since the bridges
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
were built.
The Associated Press anaKenneth R. Story
lyzed data involving 607,380
Kenneth R. Story, 71, of Murray, Ky.. died Saturday. Sept. 14. U.S. bridges in the National
2013, at his home.
Bridge Inventory, which are
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
subject to National Bridge
Inspection Standards. On a
national basis, there are 65,605
Marjorie Ann Ratliff
Marjorie Ann Ratliff,73,of Almo. Ky.,died at 9:25 a.m. Saturday. structurally deficient bridges
and 20,808 fracture critical.
Sept. 14. 2013, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
bridges, according to the most
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Online condolences may be made at
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral recently available federal government data.
Home.
A bridge is deemed "fracture
when it does not have
critical"
Judy Faye Rollins Roberts
redundant protections and is at
Funeral services for Judy Faye Rollins Roberts. 69, of Mayfield.
risk of collapse if a single, vital
Ky., were held at 12 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 15, 2013, at St. Joseph
component fails. A bridge is
Catholic Church, with Father Eric Riley officiating. Interment fol"structurally deficient" when it
lowed in the St. Joseph Cemetery.
is in need of rehabilitation or
Visitation was held from 5-9 p.m. Saturday. Sept. 14, 2013. at replacement because at least one
Brown Funeral Home. Prayers were said at the funeral home at 6:30 major component of the span
p.m.
has advanced deterioration or
Mrs. Roberts died.Ihursciay, Sept. 12, 2013, at 2:40 p.m. at her other problems that lead inspec.
home.
tors to deem its cOnclitiOn "poor"
was
a home- or worse.
Church
and
Joseph
Catholic
member
of
St.
She was a
maker.
Some 7,795 bridges nationShe was preceded in death by her parents, Bill and Betty Russlene wide fall into both categories.
Dowdy Rollins; and two brothers, Willie Rollins and Bill Rollins.
Experts call that combination of
She is survived by her husband of 53 years,J.H."Jackie" Roberts; red flags particularly problematfour sons, Vince Roberts and wife, Tammy, of Fancy Farm, Dale ic.
Roberts,of Mayfield,Jackie Roberts,of Mayfield,and Jeff Roberts
and wife, Anita,of Murray; three grandchildren,Jorden Roberts. of
Lexington, Justin Roberts, of Lexington, and Claritsa Roberts, of
Murray; two brothers, Jerry Rollins, of Mayfield, and David Staff Report
Rollins, of Lynnville; and three sisters, Carolyn Wallace, of
A Murray man was injured
Lexington, Vicky Barnett, of Muscle Shoals, Ala., and Suzie during a single-vehicle accident
Hendrickson, of Mayfield.
Sunday morning.
Arrangements were handled by Brown Funeral Home in
At approximately 12:24 a.m.,
Mayfield.
Kentucky State Police responded to an injury accident located
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe at the intersection of Scott and
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and Hutchens roads in the Lynn
Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space. Grove area of Calloway County.
During an initial investigation,
it was reported that Kori
Mohler, 22, of Murray, was
operating
a Chevrolet Silverado
stronger
becoming
a
bit
is
MIAMI(AP) — Tropical Storm Ingrid
off Mexico's Gulf coast, with forecasters predicting further increas- east on Hutchens Road. KSP
reported that as the vehicle
es in speed and a possible hurricane warning.
approached the intersection of
storm
that
the
Saturday
The National Hurricane Center said early
has maximum sustained winds of 65 mph (105 kph). It's about 130 Scott Road, Mohler did not see
miles (205 kilometers) northeast of Veracruz and 195 miles (310 the stop sign and was unable to
kilometers) east-southeast of Tuxpan.
A hurricane watch is in effect north of Cabo Rojo to La Pesca. A
tropical storm warning is in effect from Coatzacoalcos to Cabo
Rojo.
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Ruth Ann Drake, 62, of Murray, Ky., died Saturday, Sept. 14,
2013, at her home.
She was born July 9, 1951, in Lee County to the
late Robert and Mollie Shull McKinney. For over
20 years she was the owner and operator of Lewis
Drake & Associates. She was a member of the
West Murray Church of Christ.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by two sisters, Carla Jean Stewart and
Connie Morgan.
Mrs. Drake is survived by her husband, Lewis
Drake
Drake, of Murray, to whom she was married Nov.
18, 1989, in Murray; three daughters, Tracy
Bowling Lamb, of Murray, Tricia Drake, of Nashville, Tenn., and
Melissa Drake, of -Murray; one son, Rob Bowling, of
Fredericksburg. Va.; three sisters, Wilma Kidd, of Oklahoma,
Wanda Lee McGuire, of Kentucky, and Joyce Cayton, of Sparta.
Ky.; four brothers, Ed Phillips, of Arkansas, Ruben McKinney,
Robert McKinney and Roy McKinney, all of Oklahoma; 12 grandchildren, Matt, Mandee, Macy, Mason, Jacob, Will Mason, Bella,
Lissa. Matthew, Alex, Max and Jeannie; and one great-grandchild.
A memorial service will be held at 6 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 19,
2013, at the West Murray Church of Christ, with John McKee and
Dave Morrison officiating.
Visitation will be held Tuesday. Sept. 17, 2013,from 5-7 p.m. at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Nigerian Gospel
Preacher, Sunday Ayandare c/o John McKee, 2018 Carol Drive,
Murray. KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind.Avg.-15,363.12+62.48
106.14 + 0.41
Air Products
Apple ------.46532 - 7.17
AT&T, .._,....,..,.....3432 - 0.06
34.01 + 0.14
BB&T
14.49 + 0.01
Bank of America
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Caterpillar
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Yahoo
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Dean Foods
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Baker to
present
seminar

W.O.W.chapters to meet
Woodmen of the World Kirksey Chapter 170
and Hazel Chapter 138 will meet Tuesday.Sept.
17,at 6 p.m. at the W.O.W. Hall,330 CC Lowry
Drive, for the annual First Responders
Appreciation Dinner. Members are asked to
bring a dessert for supper. A fish supper with all
the fixings and drinks will be provided by the
chapters.

Special to the Ledger
A new seminar series at
Murray State University will
open with its inaugural presentation on Tuesday. Sept. 17.
from 1:30-2:30 p.m. with Dr.
Sonya Baker. associate dean of
the college of humanities and
tine arts and professor of music
at MSU. Baker's seminar will
be held in the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum Auditorium
on campus.
"Adventures: Life and Its
Experiences" is a series of seminars during the academic year
that will allow students, faculty.
alumni and the community to be

Barnett Cemetery Day set
All parties interested in the upkeep of Barnett
Cemetery are invited to attend the cemetery
cleanup and business meeting on Saturday.Oct.
5. Cleanup work will begin at 8 a.m., with a fish fry at 12 p.m. and
business meeting to follow. Catfish, fries and hushpuppies will be
cooked on site. Those in attendance are asked to biling side dishes.
drinks and lawn chairs. Donations for upkeep of the cemetery may
be made to Barnett Cemetery Fund, and mailed to Ricky Stewart,
Caretaker, 538 Dowdy Trail, Murray. KY 42071.

Free health screenings to be offered
Photo provided

'II See Page 5

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Wellness Works program
will offer free blood pressure and osteoporosis heel scan screenings
Tuesday. Sept. 17. from 8:30-11:30 a.m. at the Calloway County
Senior Center. 607 Poplar St., Murray. The public is invited to
attend. For more information call 762-1348.

MWC KAPPA DEPARTMENT: The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club met
Tuesday. Sept 3 Hostesses were, from left, officers Jennifer Ernstberger, Sharon Bybee,
Evelyn Wallis and Cathy Pigg Planning for the annual "Holiday Tour of Homes- to be held in
Alumni and Associates to meet
December has begun
. The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will
meet Tuesday, Sept. 17. at Tom's Pizza at 5:15 p.m. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

Calloway County Heart Walk set
LUNCH
SPECIALS
Monday-Friday 11:00-2:00

Sandwiches
(includes one classic side)

1/2 Ham & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99
1/2 Turkey & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99
1/2 Italian Baked Sub w/Fries
$4.99
1/2 Chicken Salad Baked Sub
$4.99
PhiIly Cheese Steak

115.99

Cheese Burger

$3.99

Grilled Chicken

$3.99

Fried Ash Sandwich . $5.99

event will also include a kid's
zone,
games, music and heartMore than 300 Calloway
County residents are expected to healthy snacks.
"The Heart Walk is not your
lace up their sneakers in support
typical
walking event," said
the
American
Heart
Dunn, Heart Walk
Rebecca
ssociation's Calloway County
Director
for
the American Heart
Heart Walk on Saturday, Sept.
Association.
"It is a way for us
28. The annual event, which
to
give
back
to our community
hopes to raise a record $35,000
to fight heart disease and stroke, by teaching healthy lifestyle
will begin at 9:30 a.m. at the practices to help lower the risk
of heart disease and stroke."
CFSB Center.
The Calloway County Heart
The non-competitive. I- to 3Walk
is a component of the "My
mile walk will include teams of
Heart.
My Life." behavior platemployees from local compaform,
the American Heart
nies, along with friends,family
members and survivors of all Association's groundbreaking
on
ages. Attendees will have the' national movement that calls
create
and
all
Americans
to
opportunity to remember survivors and loved ones lost to embrace an overall healthier
carheart disease and stroke through lifestyle in order to improve
new
health.
This
diovascular
a special memorial wall. The
Special to the Ledger

Pizza/Pasta
(includes small side salad)

6" One Topping Pizza
$4.99

CHIROPRACTIC
IIAS HELPED

Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
$4.99

MILLIONS

Salads

platform is an important component of the American Heart
Association's sweeping national
goal: to improve the cardiovascular health of all Americans by
20 percent and to reduce deaths
from cardiovascular disease and
stroke by 20 percent by the year
2020.
of
70
percent
Nearly
Americans do not engage in regular physical activity. This inactivity doubles the risk of heart
disease, which is largely preventable through a healthy
lifestyle.
Through events like the
Calloway County Heart Walk,
the American Heart Association
is able to provide ongoing preventative education efforts and
to invest millions of dollars in
cardiovascular research in
Kentucky.
For information on participating in the Calloway County
Heart Walk. call the American
Heart Association at 205-0034
or visit www.heart.org/callowaycountywalk.

$6.99
$6.99
$7.99
$7.99

Tenders
includes one classic side!

1/2 Order Chicken Tenders
$4.99
1/2 Order Buffalo Tenders
$3.30
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LET US HELP YOU STOP SUFFERING
AND START LIVING
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www.nicitsmurray.com
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Fair booth deadline extended
'The Calloway County Early Childhood Council will present the
2013 Early Childhood Fair Saturday. Sept. 28. at M.SU's Curris
Center from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Free booths for organizations, businesses or resources in the community that might reach families with
children ages 0-5 may be obtained by contacting Michelle Hansen
at 762-7333. The deadline for the booth space applications...is
Tuesday. Sept. 24.

Humane Society accepting pet photos
The Humane Society of Calloway County is currently accepting
photos of pets for inclusion in the full-color 2014 Pet Calendar.
Twelve photos will be selected for special "Pet of the Month"
placement, and every photo submitted is guaranteed to be in the
2014 calendar. Entries must be in the Humane Society office by
close of business on Monday. Sept. 16. For entry fee and registration information, visit www.forthepets.org. call 759-1884 or email
humanesociety(rOmurray-ky.net.

The Murray Family Resources and Youth Services Center
FRYSC)Advisory council will meet Thursday.Sept.19.at 12 p.m.
in the West Conference Room at Murray Board of Education. All
interested parties are welcome to attend.

A Fort Donelson Civil War Roundtable meeting will be held
Thursday. Sept. 19. at 7 p.m. at the Stewart County Visitors Center,
Hwy. 79, Dover,Tenn.The topic will be Traci Nichols-Belt's book.
"Onward Southern Soldiers: Religion and the Common Soldier in
the Army of Tennessee,

Poker run to benefit Relay for Life

The Calloway County Public Library will be closed Wednesday.
Sept. lg., for a professional development day. 'T

Affordable Care Act info offered
Carolyn Franklin, Community Relations Representative with
Kentucky Health Cooperative, will offer an overview of the
Affordable Care Act to individual health care consumers and small
business owners during a session titled "Around the Bend: A New
Day in Health Care" Wednesday, Sept. 18, from 5:30-6:30 p.m. in
the Calloway County Public Library Meeting Room. The meeting
will also cover kynect, Kentucky's health insurance marketplace,
and Kentucky Health Cooperative, a nonprofit health insurance
provider. No RSVP is necessary. To arrange for accommodations
call 753-7676 or email cjohnson(Tcalky.org. The event is free and
open to the public.

Helping His Kids fundraiser set
Primary Care Medical Center will host a Vintage Photography
Fundraiser to benefit "Helping His Kids Foundation." Purchase a
coupon and receive a free 10xI3 print. The photo shoot will be held
at PCMC Saturday, Sept. 21,by appointment. No obligation to purchase photos. For more information or to schedule an appointment
call Liz at 767-3117.

TOPS to meet Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #6I6 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 am.at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Let us ketr brltert 3otAr smite!

3rd floor, Curris Center, Murray State University

1-855-729-9153
www.LivingHealthyExpo.com
Tickets can be purchased at
www.itickets.com
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Civil War Roundtable to meet

CCPL will be closed Wednesday
The Ladies Golf Association
at the Murray Country Club
played a
regular round
Wednesday. Sept. 11, with B.J.
Purdom as hostess.
Winners among the 18 holers
were Tern Pickens. winner, and
Sue Collins. runner-up,championship flight; Cyndi Cohoon,
winner, and Jennifer Crouse,
runner-up, first flight; and
Gwen Mathis, winner, and Judy
Muehleman, runner-up, second
flight. For the 9 holers. Sue
Overbey won first place and
Doris Cella won second. Vickie
Baker had a chip-in.
Regular play will be held at
9:30 a.m. Wednesday. Sept. 18,
with Marcia Beam as hostess.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
The Big Break event scheduled for Wednesday. Sept. 18,
will be rescheduled for a later
date. Terri Pickens and Marcia
Beam will be hostesses for the
event.

Pictured
Saturday,

FRYSC Advisory Council to meet

The Briggs & Stratton Relay for Life Team will hold a Poker Run
Saturday, Sept. 21, beginning at the Briggs & Stratton parking lot
in Murray. Registration will begin at 9:45 a.m. and bikes will go out
at 10:30 a.m. For more information contact Georgia Paschall at
767-3824.

WITI I THESE ISSUES:

(includes breadstick!

House Salad
Caesar Salad
Chef Salad
Chicken Salad

email: communitynewsemurrayledger.com

Dr. Burton R. Young,DIVID Family Dentistry
Now practicing with two dentists to better serve you!

111 South 13th Street
Murray,KY 42071
270-753-1206
iii,.' II. irrn
ntrt)oirk

firetxxiixorreinarrarrkitist
We accept
' Medicaid and most
incuranes.
Emergencies
welcome!
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Red Cross to collect
supplies for local veterans

Niurray Ledger & Times
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Special to the Ledger
The mission of the American Red Cross Service to the Armed
Forces is to provide humanitarian support to service members, veterans and their families around the globe.
As part of that mission, the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross will be collecting household supplies to distribute on Veterans Day. Items to be collected include laundry soap,
dryer sheets, paper towels,socks, notebooks, pens and toilet paper.
Items will be collected in Murray at the local Dollar General
stores during the first two weeks in October. Items will be distributed to local veterans in need.
For more information contact the local American Red Cross at
442-3575 or 753-1421.
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NBSG to meet Saturday
Photo provided

Pictured are participants in a previous Murray Walk to Defeat ALS. The 2013 event will be held
Saturday, Sept. 21.

Murray Walk to Defeat ALS to be held
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray Walk to Defeat
ALS is an annual event to raise
awareness of and generate funding for Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (ALS), commonly
known as Lou Gehrig's Disease.
ALS is a neurodegenerative
disease that usually attacks both
upper and lower motor neurons
and
causes
degeneration
throughout the brain and spinal
cord, which results in loss of
muscle control. A common first
symptom is a painless weakness
in a hand, foot. arm or leg,
which occurs in more than half
of all cases. Other early symp-

toms include difficulty with
speech, swallowing or walking.
Currently there are no effective
treatments and no cure for this
disease.
The annual Murray Walk
heightens awareness bf the disease in the Western Kentucky
area. This is the only walk that
takes place in Kentucky west of
Louisville. The majority of the
funds raised are devoted to
patient care services, education
and support within Kentucky,
and the remainder is devoted to
researching a cure for this disease.
The 2013 Murray Walk to
Defeat ALS will
be
held

Saturday. Sept. 21. at the CESB
Center on the campus of Murray
State University. Registration
and a silent auction will begin at
8 a.m.. with a 5K run beginning
at 9 a.m. and a I-Mile Walk
beginning at 9:15 a.m.
Registration is available online
at www.alsaky.org or may be
completed on the day of the
event.
For more information, contact
the Kentucky ALS Association
Chapter office at "(800)4067702 or Scott Benson, the local
Murray Walk chairperson. at
767-3823,
293-3098
or
benson.scottOkbasto.com.

Special to the Ledger
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From Page 4
involved in interactive sessions
with speakers who have a
wealth of academic and entrepreneurial
experiences.
Speakers will
discuss their
experiences
related to their
successes and
their
challenges. Each
one has a story
to tell. The
series provides
the audience
Baker
with the opportunity to interact with, and to
learn from, the life stories of
others while providing connections to Murray State's Quality
Enhancement Plan. Bring
Learning to Life.
Baker
was a 2012-13
American Council on Education
Fellow and serves on the
Kentucky Arts Council board.
She has also been a Kentucky
Governor for the National
AKsociatioU of Teachers of
Singing, and was a faculty
member for' the Kentucky
Governor's School for the Arts

Her debut recording, SHE Experiences" is co-sponsored by
SAYS, was released a year after Dr. Renee Fister with the
her Carnegie Hall debut and her Provost Office,and is coordinat
appearance as soloist on the ed by Fister and DC-Renae
Yale Alumni Chorus tour to Duncan.
Moscow's Kremlin. Baker reguSpeakers in .the following
larly appears with the American installments of the series will be
Spiritual Ensemble and her lec- Dr. Jesse D. Jones. MSU alumture
recital
on
Marian nus from Baton Rouge, La.. on
Anderson's historic 1939 Easter Thursday. Oct. 17; Dr. Tim
Concert has been presented Miller, interim president of
nationwide.
MSU and Professor Emeritus of
She holds degrees from Yale. Accounting, on Thursday. Oct.
Indiana and Florida State 24; Susan Guess, MSU /alumna
and board of regents member
Universities.
The seminar series is free and from Paducah on Thursday.
open to all Murray State stu- Nov. 14; and Dr. Constantine
dents, faculty and staff, as well Curris. chair of the board of
as
community
members. regents and former MSU presiEveryone is invited to attend.
dent from Lexington on
"Adventures: Life and Its Thursday. Dec. 5.
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HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
This has been National
Assisted Living Week and we
have celebrated all week! All of
our activities were centered on
OUT theme "Homemade Happiness."
We started the week with "homemade" ice cream. Mitzi made
some delicious homemade peach
and vanilla ice cream that we
enjoyed while sitting on the front
porch.
Virginia Jordan's granddaughter, Cindy.shared her "homemade
quilts" with us. She brought one
quilt that she is working on now
for demonstration. She had a 9/11
quilt, a wedding ring quill and so
many others. !mita McGregor
brought her handiwork as did
Opha Spiceland to share with the
group. They were all beautiful
and we were amazed at the delicate stitches and the hours it took
to make them.
In appreciation for our employees, they received new monogrammed t-shirts and GIANT
chocolate bars. Of course, we
know love and appreciation is
shown with "chocolates!" We
certainly appreciate all that they
do everyday to see that our residents are cared for. I can honestly
say Hickory Woods has a wonderful caring group of employees
and I am very proud of them!
We had so much great entertainment this week starting with
the Mennonite Harmony Group
Thursday night and Ethel Jackson
and her group, the LBL-4, on
Friday afternoon, and then Laura
Vinson on Friday night.
Saturday night we concluded
our week with Jimmy Henson's
band "Just Breslin' Even." Many
of our family and friends came
out and we enjoyed an evening of
good ole "homemade" music.
We only had one birthday this
week, employee. Janice Vaughn.
Happy birthday, Janice!!!
...Where priceless
memories are made.
54 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone:(270) 759-8700 • 1-RRR-231-5014

C:

NEED LINE CHARITY
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Friday, September 20, 2013
Murray Golf Course
Prizes for Men & Women's Divisions
Four Person Scramble

Entry Fee: $200.00 per team
Shotgun Tee Off at 1:00 p.m.

DIABETIC SHOE
CENTER
Do You Qualify For Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare Part B and supplemental
Insurance you may be eligible for

.),ee
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Lunch at Noon • Door Prizes
Long Drive and Closest to Pin Competitions
and More!
Unlimited Mulligans - $5.00 each (purchase at registration)
RAIN DATE:SEPTEMBER 27Team Members/Sponsors:

DIABETIC SHOES AT LITTLE
OR NO COST TO YOU.
We have

the styles & colors
.for

you!

•

• Dr. Zen • Ortho Feet • Aetrex • Dr. Comfort • Drew

Contact Person:(Name)____
(Phone Number
Men's Division
Amount Enclosed

e!

Women's Division
Team Name:

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
Need Line,638 S. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

vr,ti!

lipnan

Per dayI

Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high-traffic location
for only $1 per day.

Monday,September 16,2013 • 5

Call for Information

270-753-8055

QUESTIONS: Contact Need Line (270) 753-6333
or James Weatherly at (270) 227-5890

aractice.

lay for
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crept
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reneies
()me!

MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
The zireez*.c largest Selecturm fDusbetie She>e,
radelean I.

Murray•Fulton• Marlon

"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"
Visit our wabsite at wwvv.stonalang.corn

CALL 753-1916 TO SUBSCRIBE

6•
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Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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44:ri, Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$12 per word per day.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Gray's Flea Market
609 South 4th St
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Doors close 9-15-2013
10°0-50°, OFF
Phone:
(270) 227-8947.

Lynn Grove
Self Storage

270-519-014
Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Monthtree!
OsIlew Climate Control
Available
.247 Surveillance
• *Pest Control
1.1„, (1.4 Ea,.,1
770 '07'S 1400 or
27o 4-.7, 1t122
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ADVANCED
Practitioner
Nurse
Registered
needed for Western KY
Correctional Complex
in Fredonia, KY. Fulltime Mon - Fri . The
position provides a
wide range of professional nursing services
to include assessment,
diagnosis and treatment, physical examinations, patient counseling for offenders
housed in the correctional facility. Please
forward resume to
CorrectCare
Integrated Health HR@correctcare.corn
or Fax
85I 715-0852. EEO
CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL Materials
Company has immedifor
openings
ate
Concrete Mixer Truck
Operators. Experience
is not necessary. CDL
preferred, but training
is available. Safe driving record, good work
history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT.
and much more Apply
in person at any location.No phone calls.
Positions are available
KY,
Paducah.
in.
Calvert. KY, Murray,
KY,
Cadiz,
KY,
KY,
Princeton,
Bardwell, KY. Learn
at
more
www.fmc1.com .

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murray ledger corn.
you will be redirected
to mbnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
wehsite, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

%Sheri.: Si Leo Ramat Hall
S5 hen:Tuesdais 01-"rpm
o'1: 54 per class
Bring: Towel. eater.
Expect: lit dance 10 the
thrilling ru thins
meringue.salta.cumhta
and reatgaelon.
St 1- WI Tilt% '
Instructors:
hand 'tchsenck &
Belinda Stands

LOST
Mens Polo prescription
sunglasses in black
case. Lost Beckett Dr .
Oxford & N. 16th area.
Reward
270-293-4676

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

HIM Wanted

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

060

060

060

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

GET INTO

GAME
I Subscribefor all your hometown football action!

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS
Applications will be accepted on September 16, through September 20,
2013. between the hours of 8:00 a m and 4.30 p m. at the Employment
and Training Office at 319 South 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky, for the
following position

Internet Technician

Home Delivery

Local Mall
,c altos.
3 mo.........—410.00
$30.00
mo.
3
6 mo.
6
1
1 yr ...—....1105.00
Rest of KY/TN
'Nivea. A134.rhenan)

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

3 me.--MILO 3
6 ale. .—$110.00 6 mo..---...$96.00
1 yr.--$120.110 1 yr. —.314:5.06

e

Money Order
Check
1
1
_
Name__
1
1 St Address
I
City

Visa

M/C

Zip
I State
I
Daytime Ph.
1
Mail this coupon with payment to
1
1
Murray Ledger It Time*
1
P.O. Box 1040
1
Murray, KY 42071
1
Or call (270) 753-1916
I.

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING
OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224

QUALIFICATIONS
• High School Diploma or GED
• Valid Driver's License with clean driving record, CDL preferred
• Previous experience working with the general public helpful
• Full Job Description available at the Mayfield Employment Office
• In accordance with KRS 96.740 applicant must not be related within the
third degree to any member of the Electric Plant Board or to the Mayor of
the City of Mayfield or to any member of the Mayfield City Council
• Physical examination including drug screening will be required of

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER

1993

SINCE

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

— PREPLANNING —
Avoid inflationary cost
Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

Oil Locally owned and
Terated since 1886
14•••• NM/

MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS IS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
(270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

SCREEN PRINTING

c•
•7
''

• Residential
• Commercial
• Houseboats
• Event Clean-up

Snow
.
frobli See

'
H2.135 Emb'136try

LOAN ORIGINATOR

"Let us do your
dirty work"

ten

"

Arpueiyi Position Opening for:

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

EC
Cleaning Services

NO APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AT THE OFFICE OF
MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS. ALL INTERESTED
PERSONS MUST APPLY AT AND DIRECT ALL QUESTIONS TO THE
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE.

Sce.r. Pret^g

*Free Estimates
Rates

&Affordable

Always on Time & What you Ordered

270-970-4612

33 fear' vf ChtpeTAabit 4i'.(e & 3.4Irty IP•oduCs
•Associates Degree AND
•Two years' secondary mortgage market/loan
origination experience, OR
•BS Degree in business or related subject, OR
•Four years secondary mortgage
market/loan origination experience
•Position located in Murray, Kentucky
•Salary commensurate with education and experience
Applications will be taken from Wednesday, September
11 through Tuesday, September 17 at the Murray Service
Center located at 1401 North 12th Street in Murray, at
the Admin Office at 408 East Broadway in Mayfield or by
contacting Malinda Scoggins, HR Manager at
mscoggins@rivervalleyagcredit.com
Office hours are Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
EEOC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Eyecare Specialties Call Natasha Hutson or
308 South 12th
Murray
759-2500
murTayeyecare.c
Eyeglasses
•Contacts
*Eye disease

-•

Dr. Kevin Adams

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

ADVERTISING SALES

Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., a 48-state truckload carrier based in Murray,
Kentucky has immediate openings available for vehicle technicians and
mechanic helpers These lobs are based at PTL's corporate maintenance
facility located in Murray. KY. Minimum requirements for each classification are defined as follows

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include
working with a business to create
advertising plans and develop new
accounts in Murray and surrounding
areas. Must enjoy working with the public
and be self-motivated. Degree in advertising
or marketing is preferred. Previous sales
experience is required.

VEHICLE TECHNICIAN
Basic technician positions are available in osilloctor and trailer shops.
Successful candidates are offered their choitglitof assignment.
Prospective employee should possess basic automotive repair skills. Past
experience does not have to include direct Class 8 tractor or trailer experience, necessary training will be provided at no cost. Basic experience
and general knowledge expected of candidates are in areas of preventive
maintenance, air conditioning, brakes maintenance, vehicle electrical systems repair, general mechanical skills and willingness to work with a cornputenzed maintenance reporting system. Troubleshooting and diagnostic
abilities are a definite plus
Candidates must possess a positive attitude and take pride in being part
of a team philosophy. Candidates must provide basic tools. Flexible or
fixed scheduling can be provided. Compensation is commensurate with
experience and abilities. Opportunities for career advancement and
advanced training are available for competent and dedicated individuals.

Paid holidays and vacation, health and
dental plans, salary plus commission, are
all part of an excellent benefit package.
No on-the-spot interviews will be

Mechanic's Helper
PTL has openings for a limited number of candidates to work as a
mechanic's helper. This job is an "earn while you learn" opportunity.
Necessary skills training is provided at no cost. Basic skills desired are a
team member attitude, repair oriented aptitude, desire to become a technician, and willingness to work non-traditional schedules. Basic tools or
ability to secure basic tools required. Advancement to Technician is
accomplished at candidate's own rate of successful completion of required
training and demonstrated hands on development_

conducted.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Advertising Sales Position

PTL is a drug free work place and candidates are subject to pre-employment and random drug screenings PTL is an equal opportunity employer
and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Interested candidates must complete an employment application prior to
interview Applications may be obtained from PTL Human Resources or
by visiting the Maintenance facility on Max Hurl Drive in Murray, KY

ads@murrayledgercom

v'L

Murray Ledger & Times

Sales Management
Looking for a particular
type person with:

Building Bridges from our house to yours
Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
is currently accepting applications for a fulltime Housekeeper position We also offer an
excellent benefit package Apply in person at
Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0E/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Hairstylist Stop by
Kolor Me Krazy 403
Chestnut, Murray or
call Katie Henson
or
(270761-7800,
(270)816-3143

Postition Provides:

Murray
Save-A-Lot
is now accepting
applications for
Position of
Meat Manager.
Apply In person.
No phone calls.

please

• Paid Training
• Leads in Local Area
• Salary Plus Bonuses

For Phone Interview Call:
1-859-221-4358

From job listing to free pets ...
Check the Classifieds in The Murray Ledger
all our needs!
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Doug Eberhart, President,
United Way of Kentucky,
PO Box 4653, Louisville, KY 40204
or email to:
Doug.Eberhart@uwky.org.

Will sit
Great
(270)227-

or

• Proven Work Ethic
• Strong People Skills
• Know Local Area

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1080
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The United Way of Murray-Calloway County
seeks a proven leader as its next Executive
Director. The qualified candidate will possess
strong public speaking, marketing. financial,
community relations, and leadership skills_
The ability to work with volunteers and other
non-profit leaders, manage staff, handle
multiple tasks, and pay close attention to detail
is essential for this small office. In addition, the
position will involve maintaining and creating
collaborations with other community groups.
Bachelor's degree required with advanced
education preferred, demonstrated professional
fundraising experience and knowledge of the
local community and human services are also
required. Non-profit management, especially in
the United Way organization is preferred.
Computer skills in Word. Excel, QuickBooks,
database software and social media are
necessary.
For confidential consideration, please
submit letter of Interest, resume and salary
requirements by 9/16113 to:

P.O. Box 1040-1

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
744 Awe• pee 6.4,

Molly Rogers
at 753-1916 and place
your ad today!
•2x2 $12.00 a week
•2x1$6.00 a week
*13 week contract
•Runs on Monday

Murray. KY 42071

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Building Bridges from our house to yours.
Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time
LPN position We also offer an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available. Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
retums Seasonal
employment We will
train. Call
270-753-9204
or if no answer call
270-437-4531

Times for

ZIA
SALESMAN DRIVER
INSTALLER
Lake Region Propane
Gas in Hardin has an
opening for a local
propane gas delivery
salesman truck dnver
and tank installer
Must have CDLHazMat Tanker, best
iob with excellent pay
and benefits
Please call
(270)354-8011 or
1-800-874-4427
ext. 144
or email:
lat0_2142$288.02M
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SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS, a Murray,
KY manufacturer of
electronic
scoreboards is seeking an
individual with diversified qualifications
for the position of a
full time CustomerTechnical
Service
Representative

f
-Cori i
nuncal Prop For Rent

Local, affordable,
farm fresh,
Tass-fed beef

40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
A/C available 2936430

-Rfi4d
naturalnokCrnOpes

no anti-olotics.
Select cut or bulk.
Discount for 100+ lbs
Specialty items:
frozen patties, tallow,
bones, bone-in nbeyes
Call Stacie at
(270) 227-1614
palmerfarrnsbeetcom

The successful candidate will be highly
"
r
organized, have the
ability
to
trouLARGE
bleshoot and effecSELECTION
tively communicate
USED APPLIANCES
technical
service
WARD ELKINS
information to cus605 [South 12th St
tomers while documenting the process
(270) 753-1713
through an electronic
160
ticket system.
Home Furnishings
This position may
BED Queen Pillow Top
occasional
require
mattress set. NEW in
travel for on-site
plastic. $195 270-293repair of scoring
4121. Can deliver.
equipment.
Well
qualified candidates
BRAND NEW PILLOW
will have some elecTop Mattress Sets. Still
tronic experience and
in plastic, King $375,
or experience in a
Full $175.
customer service call (270)293-4121
center role.
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
S portable
Scoreboards is a
1997 Redmon 16 x 80
solid, growing com- 3BR 2BA. 2 porches, 2
carports. Buyer must
pany that offers trainmove $11,500.00 Call
ing,
competitive
wages and benefits. (270)293-3344
Please apply at: 106
Dexter area:
Hurt
Drive,
Max
3BR, 2BA. 2001 28x40
Murray KY 42071 or
manut. home.
Open floor plan, 1i2 acre
email resume to:
lot, fenced in back yard
recruiting@score549.900 Call Brent
board1.com
Evans, 4 Rivers Realty
270-205-1650
West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. will be
2BR, & lot $11,900.00
accepting applications
753-6012
for the position of In280
Person Assister (IPA)
Mobile Homes For Rent
for kynect - Kentucky's
H ealthcare
2 BR No Pets
Connection- in 8 coun293-6116
ties of the Purchase
Duties will
Area.
include
conducting
public education activities to raise awareness
1 BR 1 BA, new15r decof healthcare options, orated,located in
distribution of fair and
Kirksey area, most
impartial information
suitable for 1 person
about the available
C/H/A, W/D hookups:
health plans, facilitating
water provided. No
enrollment in health
potorleetions.
plans, and providing. , $4041-31541444
0P0
referrals to appropriate; .1111110iirecU1 year
partner
agencies
lease required.
through the duration of (270)753-7463 after
the contract. Training
7pm
will be provided by the
1 bedroom apartments
Kentucky
Health
Various
locations
Benefit
Exchange.
Coleman Real Estate
Excellent benefit pack753-9898
age and competitive
1 OR 2br apts near
salary.
Resumes
downtown
Murray
applications
and/or
Lease and deposit
should be submitted to
required. 753-4109.
Jackie
Eubanks,
Calloway Gardens
Program Manager, via
Essex Dovins
mail to P. 0. Box 736,
Apartments
Mayfield, KY 42066,
e
mail
I BR from 5345
lackie.e@wkas.info , or
2BR from $375
fax 270.247.2158 no
270-753-8556
later than 9/18/2013.
1505 Duiguid Dr.
West Kentucky Allied
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Services, Inc. is an
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity
opportunity
equal
employer. This program is funded in part
Rentals
GARLAND
under a contract with
presently has two bedthe Kentucky Cabinet
room apartments availfor
Families
and
able
Call for your
Children Services and
today.
appointment
with funds from the
270-753-2905..
U.S. Department of
NOW LEASING
Health and Human
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Services.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Will sit with elderly.
Equal Housing
Great
references.
Opportunity
(270)227-5069
TDD #711
090
340
Domestic & Childcare
Houses For Rent

cr

childcare
Qualified
provider, 15 years
e xperience.
Reasonable rates Call
Shirley at (270)2279810

ASE

BAN DRIVER
TALLER
gion Propane
larchn has an
for a local
gas delivery
n truck driver
c installer
ve
Tanker, best
excellent pay
efits
aase call
354-8011 or
)-874-4427
krt. 144
r email
li1120a&c.QM

Articles
For Sale

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows. 7534109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk battenes
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

2BR 12 mi south o
Murray.$650/mo Inc
$600/dep
utilities.
(270)873-9013
Nice 3BR 2BA 3 carport, all appliances,
near MSU. $900 +
deposit. No pets, no
smoking. (270) 2939200

Stomp Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Air conditioned
40x50 SHOP
with office
1 mile South of
Murray

293-6430
Pets & Supplies
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4.859

DOUBLE TAKE
, LANDSCAPES

U

Voted Most
Reasonable!

LANDSCAPES

*Trimming Hedges -New Landscapes
*Clean Out Existing Beds *Mowing •Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards •Mowing
Suburbs, Estates & Farms

OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup *Tree Damage

rfart•s4
M c CUISTO N
R OOF IN C,
and Repair

Real Estate

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

Its DiVoC

Greco

8
72
35
21
9

3
94
76

Need References? Got 'em!

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Give me a call - I'll give you a quoter
•

SuClOku is a numuer placIng puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obyect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
ol the Concepts Sucloku increases from Monday to Sunday

Answer to previous puzzle

2 9 8
7 3 4
1 5 6
3 6 5
9 2 7
8 4 1
5 7 3
4 1 2
6 8 9

3
54
87
4
Flit tick(Itx Le\

31
59
23
8
2

6

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
lodustrIal/Comntercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

Greg Mansfield

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

(270) 759-0890

270-753-2905

.
iifirr
cifr
iliala
.,nntimasxv

Ill

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Great Hometown Service

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562

New 2-4
/Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

21 Nottingham in Sherwood
$149,500
Newly remodeled Three Bedroom, Two Bath
Home on nice lot with mature trees. Floor to
ceiling bookcases, All new appliances, New
floor coverings throughout. Fresh paint and
elbow grease on everything else. Outside
improvements include new siding, gutters. trim,
driveway paving and windows
Offered By Owner: Courtesy Commission
available to Buyer Agents.
Phone 270-293-3232 or 270-436-6227
to arrange private showing or leave email
address for more information.

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TRAVIS

• weekly & special pickup,
• I( k:allyowned.loperated

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

75V-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

I

iSaiiparerhanging& lemma'
Plaster repairs
Dn.•all hanging & finishing
Painting interior & ettenor
Free Estimates

Will Do insurance Work
I klasterCard Accered

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

0701'1485501701 898-37h3

Campers
FOR SALE: My 2001
Coachmen 32ft travel
trailer, (bumper-pull),
with one large pullout.
Very solid and beautiful.Good for the road or
Book is
campsite
about $9,000! I'm moving, sell for $6,800
(270) 227-9384

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Free estimates

520
Boats & Motors

NEW, STILL IN THE
CRATEl 2013 Nissan 2
cyl , 4 stroke, outboard
motor (8 h p ) You
would get the full factoList
ry
warrantyl
$2200, I paid $1700
sell for $1300 Moving,
must sell (270)2279384

Visit
kffltuckylake
remodeling con

270-873-9916
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839

LEnti4ER &TIMES
For home delivery, call:

753-1916
Let us help
you spread
the word Classifieds
workl
Call

121
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 675.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1916.

Tom'

270-293-4256

Looking for something
in partLcular?
Try running a

"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!

USED TIRES

510

4

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeang & Plumbing

Fully Insured

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully Insured

This year's -must-have" puts
you in the know It's The
Murray Ledger & Times, and
it gives you the day's most
important news in a concise,
easy-to-read format Daily
features include the
latest headlines from around
the world: neighborhood
news. sports, business and
entertainment coverage, and
a variety of timely special
sections Take advantage of
our convenient home delivery service, and read the
newspaper anytime, anywhere-over coffee, during
your morning commute, at
lunchtime or in the evening
After all, no matter what the
current trends, being
informed is always in style!

Al Shrgles Hand Nailed

David's Home I
Improvement
IL(

Rushing's Painting
& Drywall, LLC

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562.
227-0267
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

753-1916
YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hectc.
270-227-6638

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Tuesday, September 17th 2013 @ 3:00 PM
Location: 214 Woodlawn Ave. Murra KY 42071
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From The 1251 St.& Main St. Intersection: 'lake 5 1215 St 0 1 Mires Tben Turn Pignt 9n Poplar (..•
And Continue Li 3 Miles Then Turn Left On Woodtawn Ave Proceed To Auction Site Sere Peeletli!

A 2 BEDROOM BRICK HOME - ORIENTAL COLLECTIBLES - GLASSWARE - COINS - JEWELRY
FANTASTIC LOCATION! WALKING DISTANCE TO MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY! IDEAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY

REAL ESTATE. A I 2IYI - .ci Ft 2 Berlooir, I Rath Poi(.h.dirig Nome leaturng Eat-in Kitchen torn Rom, yr
,Icall In Shetyts Family Room ley Area Attic Storage Patio Front Furs Concrete Driveway & Sidewalk
REAL ESTATE OFFERED ABSOLUTE AT 5:00PM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
COINS/JEWELRY - l Jaen Picard 14 Kt Ci4r: _allies Watch 1410 Gold Jewelry Walking they halt
,Olars Ben Franklio Half Dollars Kennedy Nat Dollars, Mercury Drees, Canadian CrIMS Buffalo Nickels
130 Wheat Pennies Indian Head Pennies Liberty .-marters 1960 Proof Set 1143 Steel Penny Set 120
rears 1.0 American Nickels Set Sterling Sayer Rings Sterling ,Tharts Nice c °swine Jewelry Jewelry making
ionplres ,.-ierni Precious uernstones
GLASSWARE/COLLEC11BLEVORIEKTAUMISC.- 4 Kyugelso IkAls Made le Japan rerilfifkate „it
Authenticity trfikets,Figurrnes Frankan Porretain vases By John Wilkinson *Certificates Of AUM0111Ktty
953 & 1954 Yankee Baseball Magazines An Gass Papenyeights 441 Flat kens tollerhon Of Decorative
tags Pressed Glasa varies Cheese Boxes Ad C,lass Oriental Blue & White Large Oriental Statues
lade Chntstirks 4 5 Caned Ivory Scene I:dived sterckte Unique ranted fon Scene In rase noose
OfF*erg* Biblical Scene'Egg Collection (.amivai illass Male In Italy Soapstone Kroeger cara Cola
100th Anniversary Metal Trays Tinker Toys Nodeans Jams(
,oub Terrine r;onart b'his,..s van Gough Prints.
-OSSiilS & Geodes shot knife *me POSIPM Laajlt Leather
PM Razors Large r otlection Ot I kadue Flocks ,
Women s Chat Singer limo Lighters 1942 Philco YAW ;Alloon Ad Prods
FURNMIRE/APPUANCES -4 Pr rishman roinmal Pal FA See Maple Bedroom Sone Sniarl Wood Bench
Bookcases Drop-Front Secretary *Bookcase To f/sest of Drawers Small Pm Crust Tabie DOI 4 Drawer
Night Stand End Tables llongtil *well Catmet Rolling ince Chairs, '. lima Butch I rAav Door Bookcase
'lade iirof Chars Ptant Slanrts Kenmdre Waster A Dryer Sower Cmantum xi. 3496 Sewing Machine Sexier
Uttralack Thread Seiler Sewing Machine Singer Feathereeegta Portable Sewing Marhevs Small Display
,-arie EdenPure Heaters
CO-BROKER: CAMPBELL AUCTION & REAL ESTATE, JIM TATE. AUCTIONEER
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!
REAL, ESTATE TERMS: 15% Poem Day Of Sale Balance in 30 Days A Ills Buyer's P•emiorn Will
Re kidee
Final BK1 & included in The Caintract Price Make Inspection% Prior To Date Of Sale
fkryer *fin Re Required TO Sign A Lead Based Paint Waiver
PERSONAL PROPERTY TEM&• Cash Or Check Da Di Sale Witri Pr.. identification
,,,r.7„,:::.,,.
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Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

(270) 226-5444

753-1 91 6

Today's Smartest Accessory

striping

Over 28 Years
Experience

Raihmoins
*Dells
thssuntnce
licensed & Instirr (I

Ky Lake
Remodeling

500

•Seal coating &

I. MIMI( lilt

.4U/rhea% ct

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
E., TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686

Auto Parts

2004 Toyota Sienna XLE, 7 passenger FWD,
V6, tow package, heated front seats, power
mirrors, DVD middle seat/headphones,
moon roof, One owner, 112,240 miles, new
battery, Bridgestone tires 4000 miles,
$12,500. Located by Dollar General on S.
12th. Call Johnny McDougal 270-227-3409

*Asphalt Installation

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

•AddilifOnS

Call Kevin at

480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

(270)759-0501

(2701293-8480

The Murray Ledger
& Times

F-150 4x4, XLT 5.4
engine. Low miles.
Grey body and Century
cap. Many extras. See
to appreciate. $15,750
0130 759-1087.

4
3
2

40 yrs. experience

270-293-4020

Used Trucks

1
9
8
6
5

753-3853

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

All sizes available, call today
In reserve your storage unit

460
Homes For Saki

Call 753-5606

7

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
$12 Whittle!, Ave.

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage- 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 2417 Surveillance

WWW GECLI.C.N ET

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

4
6
8
1
3
2
9
5
7

MINI
STORAGE
Ill
-10I11111 I I
All Size Units

if you've got it, we cat, store it

00•01"...yiT•

By oWner. 4BR, 2.5BA,
large fenced backyard,
district,
in
city
2125sq.ft. 293-1892

3
5
2
7
4
9
6
8
1

EON BEAU

Licensed & Insured

MANAGEMENT

4 Bedroom 2 Bath 1.5
story bnck, great location in Murray. Large
Fenced in backyard.
$139,900. View at
www.capthay.wix.com/
weicomehomepoplar

6
8
7
4
1
3
2
9
5

270-293-1924

HALL'S WASTE

3BR, 1BA, garage &
shop on 2 large lots
2.5mi west of Murray.
270-753-0531
leave
msg.

1
9
4
2
5
6
8
7
3

*

Free Estimates
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
n. subject to the Federal Fair
liousing Act, which makes it
illegal to adiertise any prefererke, limitation or discnmina
lion based on race, solor, religion, sex, handicap, lamilial sta
tus Or national ongin, or intention to make any such pnierenkes, limitations or
discrmna1
State laws Sorbed discrimination
in the sale, mital or adiertnang
ot real estate based on tactors in
addition .to those protected
under federal law
Vie will knowingly accept an%
advertising tor rear estate which
is not In %10idni•I ot the law All
persons are hereb% informed
that all dwellings ad% ertised are
Jiailable on an equal opportunib hasis
For turther assistance a ith Fair
I lousing Ad% ertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan (703)Mal-1100

5
2
3
9
8
7
1
6
4
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Looking Back
Ten sears ago
Murray State University recognized staff members with 25 years
of service, including Rita Culver.
Ava Watkins. Sherry McClain.
Joann Collins. Mike Finley.
Bonnie Adams. Brenda Benson,
Linda Pierce. Marian Posey,
Kathie
Fleming,
Carolyn
Alderson. Gigi Dawson. Pam
Duncan.
Roberta. Garfield.
Patricia Hosford. Donna Miller
and Frankie Sims.
Recipients of West Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative
Corporation scholarships were
Calloway County High School
students Brent Daniel Burchett
and Michael Stanger.
Wes Claiborne. Robbie Hopkins
and Chad Duncan scored goals in
a recent Calloway County soccer
game against Fort Campbell.
First place winners in regular
golf play at the Oaks Country
Club were Linda Orr. Dot Finch,
Sue Wells and Janet Kirk.
Twenty years ago
New officers of the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were Wilma
Beatty. Anna Mae Thurman,
Maxine Scott and Ann Page.
Naomi Rogers. general treasurer
of the MWC,installed the officers.
Eighth grade Calloway County
cheerleaders participating in a
cheerleading camp at Connie
Smith Gymnastics were Angie
Murphy. Shae Stonecipher, Devry
Hughes. Krista Doran. Whitney
Price. Elle Arant. Rosie Miller.
Ladonna Boren, Mandy Hicks.
Emily Pyle. Lindsey Chamberlain,
Sheri Denise Moore. Kelly Travis,
Rebecca Hargrove. Heather
Tracey and Whitney Coleman.
Births reported included a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Jackson. July
26.
A faculty music recital at
Murray State University was to
include Robert Barefield. Nancy
Steffa. Laura Schumann. John
Steffa. John Dressler. John
Schlabach. Christopher Hayes,

Donald Story, Scott Erickson.
Randall Black, Kay Gardner
Bates, Stephen Brown. Richard
Scott and Marie Taylor.
Thirty years ago
Twenty-five high school students spent almost 2,000 hours of
their 1983 summer vacation helping patients and staff of MurrayCalloway County Hospital in the
nine-week-long
Teenage
Volunteer Program.
The Murray Woman's Club
hosted a reception for Dr. Kala
Stroup, new president at Murray
State University.
Forty years ago
Dr. Edwin C. Strobecker, chairman of the department of library
science
at
Murray
State
University, was named as the acting director of libraries on the
campus.
Patricia Diane Clark,of Murray.
attended the 23rd annual Adult
Music Conference at Interlochen
National
Music Camp in
Interlochen, Mich. Clark, a cellist,
participated in the chamber music
workshop.
Fifty years ago
Shirley Wade and Burlene
Brewer had high games in bowling in the Magic Tri League this
week.
Judge Robert 0. Miller was to
be the speaker at the annual fall
meeting of the Southeast Missouri
Veterinary Medicine Association
at Sikeston. Mo..on Sept. 18.
Sixty years ago
State senator James M. Lassiter,
of Murray, had been appointed by
Gov. Lawrence Wetherby as one
of the state delegates to the
Legislative Work Conference on
Southern Regional Education
Sept. 24-25 at Daytona Beach.
Fla.
Local dentists attending a meeting of the Southwestern District
Dental Society in Paducah were
A.D. Wallace. Hugh McElrath.
A.H. Kopperud,A.G. Wilson. Bill
Pogue and Castle Parker.

COMICS / FEATURES
Condolences to old friend
are better late than never
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
of four years. "Joey," is a kind
and loving person. Recently the
father of one of his close childhood friends died. We live a plane
ride away, and Joey could not
get time off work to attend the
services.
I assumed Joey called his friend
and family to
his
extend
sympathies.
During our
last
visit
home,I found
out he had not
reached out to
them.
I'm
upset that he
didn't, and I
know
the
Dear Abby friend
was
deeply hurt
By Abigail
by it.
Van Buren
A t
this point, what can Joey do to
make things right? Why wouldn't
he make the call in the first place?
-- SMOOTHING IT OVER IN
SAN ANTONIO
DEAR SMOOTHING IT
OVER:Joey may not have reached
out because he didn't know what
to do, which would have been to
call and extend his condolences
or send a card or handwritten
note. He may have procrastinated because he didn't know what
to say and was afraid he'd say
the wrong thing.
The way to fix this would be
for Joey to pick up the phone,
apologize to his friend for not
calling sooner, and confess that
he knows he was wrong for not
doing so. All he needs to say
after that is that he's sorry for
his friend's loss, which he knows
must have been painful. Then he
should be quiet and listen.
000410

DEAR ABBY: My daughterin-law allows her 2-year-old daughter to run around naked before
bath time and at other times. They
have been visiting us, and there

DEAR ABBY: I am an asexual college student with a question about dating. When should I
tell someone that I'm asexual? I'm
not really out -- mostly because
I don't feel the need to talk about
it -- but I'm not ashamed of it,
either. What do you think? -NEW ENGLAND "ACE"
DEAR ACE: I see no reason
to announce it at a first meeting
because it's nobody's business. The
time to tell someone you are asexual is after you have gotten to
know the person well enough to
be comfortable sharing information.
You are not the only asexual
person out there. Because there's
so much emphasis on sex and
sexual orientation in our society,
it might help you to know that
an organization exists which
enables asexuals to connect with
each other. It's the Asexual Visibility and Education Network
(AVEN), and you can find it on
the Internet at asexuality.org.

the "Cherokee Strip."
In 1908, General Motors was
founded in Flint, Mich., by William
C. Durant.
In 1919, the American Legion
received a national charter from
Congress.
In 1953. "The Robe," the first
movie presented in the widescreen
process CinemaScope, had its
world premiere at the Roxy Theater in New York.
In _1972. "The Bob Newhart
Show" premiered on CBS.
In 1987, two dozen countries
signed the Montreal Protocol, a

treaty designed to save the Earth's
ozone layer by calling on nations
to reduce emissions of harmful
chemicals by the year 2000.
In 1992. former U.S. Rep. Millicent Fenwick, R-Ni.. died at
age 82.
Ten years ago: North Carolina
Sen. John Edwards formally
launched his candidacy for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
Five years ago: Motown songwriter and producer Norman Whitfield died in Los Angeles at age
67.
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WHAT'S YOUR REAL
NAME?
--- FIRST
.

WHAT'S)
YOURS?

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Tuesday,Sept. 17,2013:
This year you often go back and
forth when trying to make a
decision,as you clearly see both
sides of an issue. If you are single, you might not want to commit this year. Do not settle. If
you are attached, the two of you
often debate who does what.
your
differences.
Respect
PISCES challenges you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You could be unusually
verbal, but you also will choose
to hold back more of your feelings. You might express some of
your stronger emotions to a
close confidant: otherwise,
mum's the word.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You finally will focus on
what you want. A meeting could
be provocative -- mainly
because of the mix of people
involved. You could be overserious and withdrawn, as you have
a lot to think about.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You like to demonstrate
your ability to make waves. Right
now, all eyes are on you. You'll

DEAR DOCTOR K: I often
feel like I have a lump of mucus
in my throat. In the morning I
spit some of it up, but the sensation doesn't go away. What
can I do about it?
DEAR READER: Doctors
sometimes use the term "globus
sensation" for the feeling of a
lump in the throat. The first
question I ask
a
when
patient says
he has a lump
in his throat
is: Is it just
a feeling that
there is a
lump there,
or is there
something
Dr
.Komaroff you can spit
By
up?
Dr. Anthony
Because
Komaroff
you say you
have mucus
that you cough up, the most
likely explanation is that allergies are causing your nose and
sinuses to produce extra mucus.
At night, when you are lying
flat, that mucus collects in the
back of your throat; that's why
you tend to spit it up in the
mornings. The treatment is allergy medications and inhalers.
Another common cause is the
regular reflux of stomach contents up into your esophagus
and throat. When this happens
frequently,the back of your throat
can become irritated, which can
feel like a lump. If you sometimes notice a bitter taste in
your mouth, that's a clue that
reflux could be the source of
your problem. If that's the case,
avoid foods that worsen your
symptoms, remain upright for
several hours after eating and lose
weight. If lifestyle changes don't
help, many heartburn medications
are available over-the-counter or
`144416...

by prescription.
Irritation and swelling in the
throat can also be part of an
allergic reaction to certain medications. The blood pressure medicines called "ACE inhibitors" are
particularly likely to cause
swelling in the throat. Rarely,that
swelling can become so severe
that it threatens your ability to
breathe and is a true medical
emergency. If one of my patients
on an ACE inhibitor has even
a mild sensation of a lump in
the throat, I switch the patient
to another type of blood pressure medicine.
A food allergy is another possibility. 1 once had a patient
who got a lump in her throat
and swollen lips any time she
ate a mango. This was sad.
because she loved mangoes!
Finally, there is an unusual
condition called Zenker's diverticulum, when a pouch forms
in the wall of the back of the
throat. Food can collect in the
pouch and may come back out
before it is swallowed. Zenker's
diverticulum is easily diagnosed
and treated, usually by an ear.
nose and throat specialist.
In medical school we're taught
a lot about the major illnesses
-- the ones that can disable or
kill you. But many of my patients
suffer, instead, from one of the
"minor maladies of man," about
which we know only a little. If
we had more medical research
on these minor maladies. I'll bet
we'd come up with treatments
that would save a lot of people minor misery.
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A GIRL AT SCHOOL NAMED
MILLICENT WANTS ME TO
MARRY
HER.
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GARFiELP, LET'S TAKE A
MOMENT TO PONDER LIFE

not to crush your inner child's
spirit. Schedule some free time.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might want to retreat,
which will surprise even you.
Whether you're not feeling well
or you're quietly reviewing a
changing situation, you will benefit from some time away from
all the action.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Study different alternatives, and feel free to ask questions that relate to the situation
at hand. Your decision will be
solid, and you will have gone
through the necessary process.
An associate or friend could
have difficulty opening up.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Your ability to see the light
at the end of the tunnel might be
necessary when dealing with a
money matter. Others will feel
invigorated by your vision. You
might be overtired and worried
about a personal matter
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You express so much
enthusiasm through your body
language that others will see you
in a positive light. Once a conversation begins, others might
respond much more positively
than you thought possible.
(c) 2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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by Jacqueline Bigar

take the lead in a project, and
others will observe. How much
of your dramatic personality do
you want involved?
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You often defer to others
and then get angry because you
feel as if they walk all over you.
Who do you have to blame but
yourself? Establish boundaries.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You'll feel the downward
spiral of working very hard and
not getting your way with a key
matter. This realization will happen at the last minute and force
you to regroup.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your popularity soars,
and with this status comes
opportunity. Some of you might
act like a kid in a candy store.
Take advantage of the moment.
It's not often that you have
prospects like this.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You'll be determined to
handle a personal matter directly and efficiently. Put what is
happening between you and
someone else on hold. You have
other priorities that you need to
attend to.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Many people might view
you as being distant or stern
right now, but you simply are trying not to fall off course. You
can't always be serious, so try

Takes a breather
Do newspaper work
Outdo
Sheet material
Influence
Baghdad native
Flightless bird
Idaho's — Perce Indians
Take to court
Like some errors
Narc's org. Part to play
Patron saint of young girls
Moreno and Hayworth
"Doggone!"
Jewel
Population-related
Neptune's realm
Make mistakes
First numero
Indy winner Al
Painter Degas
Piper of rhyme
Nary a soul
Depend
Medicine amounts

www.n

(Dr. Komaroff is a physiclan and professor at Harvard
Medical School. To send questions, go to AskDoctorK.com,
or write: Ask Doctor K, 10
Shattuck St., Second Floor,
Boston, MA 02115.)
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Mucus in back of throat
may be allergic reaction

Horoscope

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. Sept. 16.
the 259th day of 2013. There are
106 days left in the year.
On Sept. 16, 1857. the song
"Jingle -Bells" by James Pierpont
was copyrighted under its original title."One Horse Open Sleigh."
(The song. while considered a
Christmastime perennial, was actually written by Pierpont for Thanksgiving./
On this date:
. In 1.893, more than 100.000
settlers swarmed onto a section
of land in Oklahoma known as

are also other people in the house
and yard. The child's mom tells
her to say, "Look at these buns!"
and laughs.
We feel this is inappropriate
and dangerous. How can we get
through to her that it's not right?
-- CONCERNED GRANDMA IN
EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
DEAR GRANDMA: While I
don't think that allowing a child
to run around nude at home is
dangerous. I do agree that encouraging a child to run naked and
say, "Look at these buns!" is
unwise. The response it brings
("Ha, ha, ha -- isn't she cuter')
teaches the little girl that this is
a way to get attention. While this
may be amusing at 2. it is setting a pattern that will attract the
wrong kind of attention when she
is 4, 5 or 6. Envision her mooning the first-grade class! Perhaps
you can make your daughter-inlaw understand by showing her
this column: I certainly hope so.
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PREP GIRLS SOCCER: MURRAY HIGH 4, CALLOWAY CO. 3(PM's)

Classic indeed!
-LADY TIGERS,LADY LAKERS
FINISH REGULAR SEASON
MEETING WITH PK FINISH
kicking from the mark but its a
good win and the girls are
going to enjoy it."
Shelby Keith started off the
It wasn't the way either team
wanted to win or lose but scoring at the 14 minute mark
Murray head coach Lauren for the Lady Tigers followed by
Kelly and her Lady Tigers will Maddie Balmer two minutes
later to even the game up at 1 take it.
1
Especially over Calloway.
Brittany Lawson added
The Lady Tigers are now 52-2 on the season after their 4- another for Murray in the 24th
3 penalty kick win Saturday minute to give them a 2-1 edge.
night at Jim Nix Soccer Maddie scored her second of
the game in the 27th to tie the
Complex.
"Any win over Calloway is a game going into the half.
After the break Alex
great win," Kelly said. "To be
able to battle through overtime Pologruto made it 3-2 for the
and five pk's and have to go to Lady Tigers 20 minutes into the
one and one, I know the girls second frame before Maddie
really wanted it. It's tough to go capped off her hat trick with 13
from such an athletic game to minutes left to play to keep the
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer

NICK DOLAN / Ledger 8 Times
Calloway County's Maddie balmer and Murray High's
McKinsey Speight battle for a ball in Saturday's
crosstown matchup.
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score even, pushing the game
into onnime.
Both squads had their
opportunities in extra time but
Calloway's Devyn Posten and
Murray's Rachel Wooten came
up with big stops to send it into
penalty kicks.
After five tries the score
remained even and into sudden
death. Callie Adams would
make the eventual winning kick
after saves by both keepers to
give the Lady Tigers the win.
"We've had a lot of injuries,"
Kelly said. "Our goalkeeper.
normal starter, hurt her wrist so
we had to put in our back up
who hasn't played in years and
for her to come up and make
these big time saves and be
able to step in like it was natural is amazing."
With the loss, the Lady
Lakers fell to 3-6-1 and
Calloway head coach Mark
Kennedy said it was one of his

worst losses.
"From a coaching standpoint
this is one of the toughest losses I've ever had to endure," he
said. "We had numerous
chances to put that game away
in regulation and had a couple
in overtime. We just didn't
seize the opportunity. It was a
very tough to take.
"Fortunately for us we play
(today). That part of the scheduling works great for us. We
don't have a day to train and
think about it and dwell on it or
•See GIRLS, 10A

2.DISTRICT
STANDINGS
Dist.(Overall)
School
5-0(10-1-2))
Graves County
3-1 (5-2-2)
Murray High
2-1 (8-2)
Marshall County
1-5 (3-6-1)
Calloway County
0-4 (0-7)
Mayfield

PREP BOYS SOCCER:
CALLOWAY CO. 8, MURRAY HIGH 6

MURRAY STATE 41, MISSOURI STATE 38

Goals

POWELL LEADS
RACERS PAST
MISSOURI ST.
IN THRILLER
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Brandon Wicks probably
described Walter Powell best
Saturday night.
"That man can play." he said
with a smile. "That's all I have to
say."
A year removed from an AllAmerica season, the senior wide
receiver was sterling once again
Saturday, leading the Racers past
Missouri State 41-38.
Powell finished with 306 allpurpose yards for Murray State
and II catches for 155 yards. but
saved his best for last.
Facing a 4th and 10 at the
Missouri State I5-yard line with
just 27 seconds left on the clock
and the Racers trailing 38-34,
Powell snagged a fade from quarterback Maikhail Miller on the
right side of the end zone.
It was a play he and Miller
have rehearsed hundreds oftimes.
"It was nerve-wracking,"
Powell said. "There was a lot of
stuff going through my head. I
don't know,it was just spur of the
moment right there. I had been
practicing on that all summer.
every practice for all of camp and
that fade ball finally paid off.
"That fade ball is a 50-50
chance right there, and I just beat
him on the coverage and made
the touchdown."
•See RACERS, 10A

NICK DOLAN Ledger 8 Times
Murray High's Preston Merriss goes up for a header over
Calloway County's Alex Gullixson during Saturday
night's Crosstown Classic.

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
field Saturday night
the
down
strides
Davis
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Murray State wide
against Missouri State in a 41-38 Racer win.

Miller, Powell earn OVC weekly honors
threw four of his touchdown passes in the
second half, including leading the Racers on
a game-winning 75-yard drive in the game's
a
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After helping lead Murray State
final minute to seal the victory.
over
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thrilling come-from-behind
With the Racers trailing by four with 2:55
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275 yards and a career-best five touchdowns.
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in
minutes
final
Miller
interception.
without throwing an

MSU.
The duo of Miller and Powell connected
on four touchdowns in the game, including
two in the fourth quarter that came on fourthdown plays. The two hooked up on a 37-yard
touchdown in the first quarter. On the opening drive of the second half, Miller found
Janawski Davis for a 52-yard touchdown
pass. Later in the quarter. Miller and Powell
connected on a 66-yard strike down the middle of the field. The third Miller to Powell
touchdown came in the fourth quarter on a
double-reverse pass on 4th-and-goal from the
•See OVC, 10A

LAKERS,
TIGERS
COMBINE FOR
14 GOALS
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
The Lakers and Tigers flipped
the script on conventional soccer
stereotypes in their latest contest.
The two teams combined for
14 goals Saturday night at Jim
Nix Soccer Complex with
Calloway scoring the 8-6 win.
"The Calloway - Murray game
is always chippy. it's always close
with it being an in town rivalry."
said assistant coach Evan Pierce
who took over the reigns for head
coach Brandon Morns who was
unable to be at the game.
This was the Lakers second
win over the Tigers in 2013,third
win in a row and third district

win. Moving them to 5-3 on the
season.
"It was just nice to win both at
their place and our place this
year," Pierce said. "It's something
our seniors are really proud of
getting to beat them not just once
but twice because it's always a
tough game."
Erik Winkler scored two for
Calloway.Tyler Stone added four
of his own and Pitter Holt finished it off with two more.
Gustavo Leon had one goal
and two assists for Murray,
Danny Chavvana also scored and
Preston Merriss threw in four
•See BOYS, 10A

Ola(OM*
School
5-0 (9-2)
Graves County
3-2 (5-3)
Calloway County
2-1 (6-5)
Marshall County
1-3(4-6)
Mayfield
0-5 (3-9)
Murray High
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•Boys...
From Page 9A
anything else. (Monday) night
they've got to go right back out
and play a game that's winnable
and hopefully they should be
able to take care of business."
Kelly said this was a good
step after falling to Graves
County in overtime earlier in
the week.
"Thursday at Graves we
went into overtime with them
and in the second overtime we
lost by golden goal," she said.
"I think they were still licking
their wounds after that but of
course at the same time they
were not going to let it happen
again.
"I'm just astounded by their
effort. I can't believe they listen
to me and they do what I say
and they do it to the best of
their ability. It's just amazing to

have a group of girls like this. From Page 9A
I'm incredibly lucky."
Even though the Lady more for the Tigers.
"Against Murray there is
Lakers lost Kennedy said it was
always
a little more focus," Pierce
an improvement from what he
is used to in these crosstown said. "They want that game especially. This is the one they look to
match-ups.
"This year is the first time in the most other than the district
the two years that I've been tournament. They always seem a
here that it wasn't an 8-0 or 9-0 little more focused before the
game in the regular season," he Murray game."
The Tigers were able to go up
said. "It's a positive sign were
headed in the right direction. two goals early despite their limBoth games this year were one ited bench.
"We were down five varsity
goal games. It would have felt a
lot better coming out on the players," Son said. "For a young
winning end (Saturday) night, team that's a small team that was
huge for us. The boys came out
though."
The Lady Lakers are back in and they played hard. We talked
action tonight against Ballard about how we had nothing to lose
Memorial at 7 p.m. at home and were able to jump out to a 2while they the Lady Tigers take 0 lead."
However, the Lakers came
on district opponent Marshall
County Tuesday at 5:30 also at back to take a 3-2 lead going in to
the second half before both teams
home.

went off.
"When we went down 5-2 I
was really, really happy that the
boys kept fighting back and made
it 5-3, then Calloway scored to
make it 6-3, we scored two goals
to make it 6-5, then Calloway
scored two more to make it 8-5
and we scored another one to
make it 8-6," Son said."So,it was
a shootout for sure."
Pierce said the Lakers stayed
steady even after losing the lead
early on.
"We've been playing well lately," Pierce said. "(Saturday) night
we let ourselves get into a hole a
little bit but the guys fought back.
We kept climbing back."
The Lakers play Ballard
Memorial at 5:30 p.m. at home
while the Tigers take on Marshall
County Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
home.

•Racers...
From Page 9A
Despite moving in front by a
field goal,the Racers still couldn't
celebrate fully.
Not until John Therrell said so.
With six seconds left to play,
Missouri State quarterback Kierra
Harris chucked the ball toward
midfield, finding only Therrell,
who intercepted the pass and fell
to the turf to secure the win.
Wicks, who made the gamesaving pick in last year's contest,
wasn't on the field this time.
"I was asking my coach,'Can I
go out there?" he said laughing.
"It was like we were building up
some deja vu. I knew John,a big,
tall guy was capable of making
that play, and I'm proud for him."
For Murray State head coach
Chris Hatcher, it was an emotional win.
"The thing that I'm most proud
about with our team is that we did
not play our best game, and we
were able to overcome those
things and find a way to win the
game at the end in the last
minute," he said. "That's something we have not done since I've
been the coach here.
"I got a little choked up with
the guys in the locker room
because that's something that.
normally when what happened to
us tonight happens, we don't find
a way to win. Tonight we were
able to."
Miller finished 24 for 33 with
272 yards and a career-high five
touchdowns and just no picks,
while senior running back Duane
Brady had 61 yards on seven,second-half carries.
At the end of the night, however, everything went back to
Powell.

"A lot of times like that, you
have to go with your best player,"
Hatcher said about the Racers
final offensive play. "You just
have to get the ball in his hands.
Walter, since he's been here, has
probably practiced that catch
thousands of times. We work it
every day and he just had great
execution on a great pass from
Maikhail.
"What a ball game."
Missouri State was in control
for most of the first half, but
despite out-gaining the Racers by
223 yards, found themselves in
front just 14-6 at the break.
The Racers picked things up in
the third behind a 98-yard kick
off return from Powell to start the
second half, but ended up using
some trickery to finally grab the
momentum.
Facing 4th and goal at the
Missouri State 4-yard line and the
Racers trailing 31-26, Hatcher
opened the playbook up wide,
throwing a triple reverse at the
Bears, which ended in Miller
finding Powell for the score.
Leading 32-31, Hatcher elected to go for the 2-point conversion', this time enlisting the services of shifty wide receiver
Jordan Morrow,who took a direct
snap around the left edge for the
end zone.
"I actually bet the guys early
in the week that the 2-point conversion play with Morrow wouldn't work," Hatcher said, although
he wouldn't announce the stakes.
"I kind of did that to make them
work harder on it to prove me
wrong."
Missouri State responded with
a nine-play,67-yard drive capped
off by a Harris touchdown run,
but the Bears excitement would

dwindle fast thanks to Powell.
"Missouri State, they are a
really good team," Powell said.
"Offense, defense and special
teams, they can play. That's what
I like, they had a real good team
and they played all the way to the
end. They played hard but we
were able to make the last play,
able to make the biggest play."
Saturday's contest was par for
the course as far as recent history
goes between the Racers and
Bears, and Murray State center
Harris Bivin said he definitely
sees Missouri State as a rival.
"There was a lot of jawing
going on out there," he said.
"They are from another FCS conference and they are a good team.
Their conference is more run-oriented, so it was probably a challenge for them to come play us,
but they are a good team and it's a
good challenge for us."
Powell said he sees the rivalry
extending deep into the future,
while his head coach wasn't too
eager to keep adding Missouri
State to the slate after another
close win Saturday.
"After the first time I played
them (in 2010) and Casey
(Brockman) was here and we put
up the basketball score,' think
they started taking it personal
every single time," Powell said.
"From now on, its going to be a
rivalry, all the way until our
grandkids are playing."
"I wish we could get them off
the schedule," Hatcher said,
tongue-in-cheek. "I like how the
game was last week, the 83-14
(victory over Campbellsville.)
"But it was good to see our
guys fight through adversity and
find a way to win the game."

From Page 9A
four.
Powell earned his honor after
sparking the second-half comeback by returning the second-half
kickoff 98 yards for a touchdown. The return was his first
kickoff return for a touchdown,
after returning two punts for
touchdowns a season ago. He
finished the day with 151 return
yards on three returns. He also
added 11 catches for 155 yards to
finish with 306 all-purpose yards.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
Ian Haverstock

State Auto
Ins,,,ance
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Today
Atlanta (Minor 13-7) at Washington
(Haien 9-13), 7 05 p m
Miami (S Dyson 0-0) at Philadelphia
(CI Lee 13-6) 7 05 p m
San Diego (Cashner 9-8) at Pittsburgh
(A J Burnett 8-10), 7 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (E Jackson 8-15) at
Milwaukee(W Peralta 9-15) 8 10 p m
Cincinnati (Cueto 4-2) at Houston
(Bedard 4-10) 8 10 p m
St Louis (Lynn 13-10) at Colorado
(McHugh 0-2), 8 40 p m
LA Dodgers (Ryu 13-6) at Arizona
(Cahill 6-10). 9 40 p m
Tuesday
Atlanta at Washington, 705 p m
Miami at Philadelphia, 705 p.m.
San Diego at Pittsburgh 705 p.m.
San Francisco at N Y Mets, 7.10 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee,8 10p.m.
Cincinnati at Houston, 8:10 p.m.
St Louis at Colorado, 8:40 p.m.
LA Dodgers at Arizona, 9:40 p m.

NFL
Thursday
New England 13 NY Jets 10
Sunday
Kansas City 17 Dallas 16
Houston 30 Tennessee 24 OT
Green Bay 38 Washington 20
Chicago 31 Minnesota 30
Atlanta 31 St Louts 24
San Diego 33 Philadelphia 30
Miami 24 Indianapolis 20
Baltimore 14 Cleveland 6
Buffalo 24 Carolina 23
Arizona 25 Detroit 21
New Orleans 16 Tampa Bay 14
Oakland 19 Jacksonville 9
Denver 41 N Y Giants 23
Seattle 29 San Francisco 3
Today
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati 8 40 p m
MLB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Saturday
Cincinnati 7, Milwaukee 3
Miami 3, N Y Mets 0, 1st game
Pittsburgh 2. Chicago Cubs 1
Philadelphia 5, Washington 4
Atlanta 2, San Diego 1
Seattle 4. St Louis
N.Y. Mats 3, Miami 1, 2nd game
Arizona 9, Colorado 2
San Francisco 19, L.A Dodgers 3
Sunday
N.Y. Mets 1, Miami 0, 12 innings
Pittsburgh 3, Chicago Cubs 2
Washington 11, Philadelphia 2
San Diego 4, Atlanta 0
Milwaukee 6. Cincinnati 5
St. Louis 12, Seattle 2
Arizona 8, Colorado 2
San Francisco 4, L.A. Dodgers 3

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Today
Seattle (J.Saunders 11-14) at Detroit
(Po(cello 12-8), 7.08 p.m.
Texas(Garza 3-4) at Tampa Bay(Cobb
8-3), 7-10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Cueto 4-2) at Houston
(Bedard 4-10), 8.10 p.m.
Cleveland (Kazmir 8-8) at Kansas City
(Shields 11-9), 8:10 p.m.
Minnesota (Hendriks 1-2) at Chicago
White Sox (ErJohnson 0-2). 8:10 p.m.
L.A. Angels(C.W(lson 16-6) at Oakland
(Gray 3-3). 10:05 p.m

CASTLEMAN TIRE
& REPAIR, INC.
"Serving The Area Since 1956"
1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday - Friday • 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

•Toyo .Goodyear •Kumho
•Firestone •Yokohama

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment
'Brakes
"Shocks "Struts
Lube & Filter

'Transmission Flush
'Coolant Flush
'
Belts, Hoses
• Nitrogen
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Tap • Ballet• Jazz• Lyrical • Hip Hopi
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For more info, cell 2704394807,
Business Center:

ASE

619 South 4th Street • 753-6831
Hours: 7:30 a.m.- 5 p.m., Monday - Friday
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SCREEN PRINTING
753-7743
tshirts1Ornurray-ky net

300 N. 12th Si.
Murray, KY

.
T shorts • Polos • Jackets • Caps • Sweat,
Emblems• Promotional Items • Group Discounts
Ucensed miSU and Greek vendor
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1604 Hwy 121 Bypass (Corner of 121 Bypass & North 16th Stroft)
In House Embroidery & Screen Printing

Always on Time & What You Ordered
33 years of Dependable &mice a Quality Product*

270 761 DUNK

Would you like to advertise in this section? Contact us today to get started...
Call 270-753-1916 or email ads@murrayiedger.com
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